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Warning, contains witty banter! 



We would like to start off by saying thank you to QPS for being 

amazing sponsors. Jamie and Russ have been ace and really worked 

to help us. We have had sometimes where we have struggled with 

building the car and Jamie and Russ have been there to support us 

and stop us (mainly Sir) from stressing. 

Also thank you to the team at KMF we have really enjoyed taking 

part in the competition and appreciate all the time and effort it 

takes to organise a competition and events like this.  

Thank you 

Team OMA 
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Isabel DiMarco 

‘The Brains’ 

Ashley Edwards 

‘The Muscles’ 

Jade Swift 

‘The Giggles’ 

Owen Harvey 

‘The Little’ 

Sam Oldham 

‘The Large’ 

Sasha Ellis-Johnson 

‘The Sass’ 

Jordan Holdcroft 

‘The Speedy One’ 

Zack Latham 

‘The Sporty One’ 

Charlotte Harvey 

‘The Prepared One’ 

Josh Smith 

‘The Boss’ 

Here is Team OMA. We all wanted to take part in the competition after 

the KMF assembly. Our team is made up of a range of different people 

with a range of different qualities. 

Obviously we love the fact that Sir made us use these pictures!  
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Russ Fairweather 

Managing Director 

Jamie Copeland 

Managing Director 
QPS is a printing company that uses a range of modern printing 

techniques as well as traditional techniques like screen printing. 

The guys at QPS offer a range of design and print services. They 

are based out of their factory in Fenton. 

Jamie and Russ have been ace sponsors. They are obviously 

very busy running their company but have been in supporting 

us while making our car. They have been happy to ‘get stuck in’. 

The guys always make the sessions fun  and they have even had 

a go in the car. They have even told Sir some ways that they 

think might make the car work might be better (don’t tell Sir we 

said that though). All the way through the competition we felt 

that Jamie and Russ will also support us no matter what (that’s 

because they are ace)! 
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Build and Prep day was manic for us. This was because we were a new team. 

We had to gather sooooooo much information about our car and what we 

needed to do. We split the team up making sure that some of us gathered     

information and others started to build the car itself. 

Helpful Sam….. NOT! 

Charlotte’s stressed face 
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Wow Josh, Your helping a lot...NOT 

When we were back at the 

academy we carried on     

building the car. To say the    

instructions were confusing 

was an understatement. But 

its ok when Kev came in he 

helped us and also told us that 

we had the wrong instructions 

(they were for a different   

model).  

Oh the electronics          

instructions were missing 

bits. But its ok it meant 

that our horn was super 

loud! 
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After what seemed like months of      

building we were ready for testing! We 

did start to test it at the end of the day on 

the corridors, but the cleaners weren't to 

happy about that so we moved outside 

when it was sunny. 

Even the Principal tested the car (for health 

and safety reasons obviously). 
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Test day went like a dream…. NOT! We were confident about our   

driving skills and were getting some ok times. But the motor had       

vibrated that much it came loose and then caused the chain to come 

off. It made such a horrible noise and we all thought that it was game 

over for our team. 

We did manage to fix it back at the academy! 

Even Sir’s drone (he says 

it’s the  academy’s but only 

he is the only one trained 

to use it!) broke on the day. 
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So our design…. We wanted a car that would stand out and 

be a bit different. We all decided on blue camouflage. It 

linked with our academy colour and also more importantly 

it looked good. The angry emoji was added to warn other 

drivers about Jordan and what happens if they cross her. 

We also had to add the lucky chicken given to us by our 

cleaner Sue. 

We tried to design the car to allow it to keep the motor 

cool as we leant from our research that if the motor was 

kept cool then the batteries would last longer (sshh don’t 

tell anyone).  

We had to say goodbye to the car for a while so that Russ 

could assemble the casing for it. But we did get updates on 

Instagram.  
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We had to be up early on the day of race day 

to get there on time (we were still late :-/). We 

had 3 drivers and seeing as this was our first 

rodeo (as sir wouldn't stop saying) we didn't 

know what to expect. When we arrived we 

were anxious to see if our car passed. It did 

(could you imagine how stressed sir would 

have been if it didn’t). Sir managed to forget 

the key, meaning a few moments of stress 

from him. But we were all good. Drivers know 

our car was coming due to how bright it was 

and we could easily see it from a distance. We 

managed to finish 11th place and 8th place. 

We were impressed with this as we were new 

comers. Our design worked in both races the 

car made it to the last lap. This obviously was 

down to the driving and our design! 





We did warn you 

about witty banter! 


